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Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) is a translation-
linked process that destroys mRNAs with premature trans-
lation termination codons (PTCs). In mammalian cells,
NMD is also linked to pre-mRNA splicing, usually
PTCs trigger strong NMD only when positioned upstream
of at least one intron. The exon junction complex
(EJC) is believed to mediate the link between splicing
and NMD in these systems. Here, we report that in
Schizosaccharomyces pombe splicing also enhances NMD,
but against the EJC model prediction, an intron stimulated
NMD regardless of whether it is positioned upstream or
downstream of the PTC and EJC components are not
required. Still the effect of splicing seems to be direct—
we have found that the important NMD determinant is the
proximity of an intron to the PTC, not just the occurrence
of splicing. On the basis of these results, we propose a new
model to explain how splicing could affect NMD.
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Introduction
Alleles carrying nonsense mutations often yield very low
mRNA levels. This phenomenon has been observed in all
investigated organisms, from bacteria to mammalian cells.
In eukaryotic cells, the phenomenon is called nonsense-
mediated mRNA decay (NMD) and it seems to be an active
mechanism that selectively destroys mRNAs carrying prema-
ture translation termination codons (PTCs) (reviewed in
Maquat, 2004; Amrani et al, 2006; Muhlemann et al, 2008;
Brogna and Wen, 2009). NMD requires active translation and
specific trans-acting factors. Three trans-acting factors are the
evolutionary conserved proteins UPF1, UPF2 and UPF3;
typically deletion or silencing of the corresponding genes
prevents NMD in all tested organisms (Maquat, 2004;
Amrani et al, 2006; Muhlemann et al, 2008). Additional
factors have also been implicated in NMD in multicellular
organisms (Maquat, 2004; Muhlemann et al, 2008). Perhaps
NMD serves as an mRNA surveillance mechanism that
prevents the synthesis of truncated proteins that potentially
could have toxic effects, but its full physiological importance
is not yet clear. UPF1, UPF2 and UPF3 are not essential for
viability in Saccharomyces cerevisiae or Caenorhabditis
elegans (Culbertson et al, 1980; Hodgkin et al, 1989). Some
NMD factors are essential for viability in other organisms
(Medghalchi et al, 2001; Metzstein and Krasnow, 2006; Yoine
et al, 2006; Wittkopp et al, 2009); but it is not yet known
whether NMD or some other important function of these
proteins is required for survival (Brumbaugh et al, 2004;
Azzalin and Lingner, 2006; Azzalin et al, 2007; Luke et al,
2007; Ajamian et al, 2008). A definite class of NMD substrates
are immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor mRNAs that
acquired PTCs as a consequence of V(D)J rearrangements
during lymphocyte maturation (Li and Wilkinson, 1998;
Muhlemann et al, 2008). However, in the typical cell, the
main NMD substrates are probably abnormal transcripts that
acquired PTCs as a consequence of errors during transcrip-
tion or pre-mRNA processing (He et al, 1993; Jaillon et al,
2008; Sayani et al, 2008). The discovery that unspliced pre-
mRNAs accumulate in NMD mutants in S. cerevisiae and
other organisms also suggests that NMD may have a proof-
reading function in gene expression, eliminating transcripts
that have not been spliced due to suboptimal splice signals
(Jaillon et al, 2008; Sayani et al, 2008).
NMD is clearly linked to translation termination; the
important question is how PTCs are distinguished from
normal stop codons. Surprisingly, in mammalian cells, the
distinction seems to be linked to splicing: strong mRNA
reduction typically occurs when the nonsense mutation is
located upstream of an intron (Carter et al, 1996; Thermann
et al, 1998; Zhang et al, 1998). Moreover, in some instances,
the artificial insertion of an intron downstream of a normal
stop codon can make it behave like a PTC (Carter et al, 1996;
Thermann et al, 1998); similar observations were also
reported in plants (Kerenyi et al, 2008). It is proposed that
in these systems, the exon junction complex (EJC)—a multi-
protein complex that is deposited on the mRNA during
splicing in the nucleus and remains associated with the
mRNA during export to the cytoplasm—mediates the link
between splicing and NMD (Le Hir et al, 2001; Le Hir and
Seraphin, 2008). The current model is that upon translation
termination, a downstream EJC promotes recruitment and
activation of UPF1 on the mRNA, initiating NMD (Kashima
et al, 2006; Chamieh et al, 2008). Stop codons located in the
last exon do not induce NMD, probably because the transla-
ting ribosome displaces the EJC before reaching the stop
codon. In addition to its function in NMD, the EJC is believed
to be the important explanation for why pre-mRNA proce-
ssing impinges on later events such as subcellular mRNA
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localization and translation (Tange et al, 2004). However, the
mechanism of mammalian NMD remains poorly understood;
in fact, recent studies have reported examples of EJC-inde-
pendent NMD and have questioned that splicing and the EJC
have an important function in NMD (Buhler et al, 2006;
Eberle et al, 2008; Singh et al, 2008).
In S. cerevisiae, B4% of the genes have introns and there
has been no evidence of a link between PTC recognition and
splicing (Goffeau et al, 1996; Amrani et al, 2006). Instead, the
current view is that in this organism, the distance between
PTC and the 30 end is the important determinant (Amrani
et al, 2006). This mechanism is conceptualized by the so-
called faux (false) 30-UTR model, which says that premature
termination is intrinsically abnormal because it takes place
faraway from the normal 30 UTR, and this prevents the
normal interaction between cytoplasmic poly(A)-binding pro-
tein (PABPC) and the terminating ribosome. Instead, it allows
the interaction with NMD factors that shunt the mRNA for
destruction (Amrani et al, 2004, 2006). The faux 30-UTR
model might explain the observation that often PTCs
trigger strong NMD only when located early in the coding
region—this polarity effect of NMD has been previously
observed in many organisms, including S. cerevisiae,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, C. elegans and Drosophila
melanogaster and Drosophila S2 cells (Losson and Lacroute,
1979; Peltz et al, 1993; Brogna, 1999; Mendell et al, 2000;
Behm-Ansmant et al, 2007; Longman et al, 2007). The faux
30-UTR model might explain a number of NMD features in
mammalian and Drosophila cells as well (Behm-Ansmant
et al, 2007; Eberle et al, 2008; Ivanov et al, 2008; Muhlemann
et al, 2008; Silva et al, 2008; Singh et al, 2008). However,
contrary to the prediction of the faux 30-UTR model, recent
studies have reported that neither the poly(A) tail nor PABPC
are required for NMD in S. cerevisiae (Meaux et al, 2008). We
have argued that neither the faux 30-UTR nor the EJC model
explains all the available data satisfactorily in any organism
(Brogna and Wen, 2009).
Here, we have investigated the connection between NMD
and splicing in S. pombe, in which some 43% of genes have
introns (Wood et al, 2002). We found that introns strongly
enhance NMD, but contrary to the prediction of the EJC
model, an intron enhanced NMD that was positioned either
before or after the PTC and deletion of orthologs of EJC
components did not affect NMD. We found that it is the
proximity of an intron to the PTC that triggers the mRNA
reduction, indicating that the effect of pre-mRNA splicing on
NMD is direct, not the secondary consequence of splicing
enhancing mRNA translation. In the absence of introns, only
PTCs located at the beginning of the gene caused NMD;
however, against the faux 30-UTR model prediction, we
found only a modest correlation with the distance of the
PTC from the 30 end.
Results
NMD depends on the position of the PTC along the
coding region
To investigate NMD, we generated GFP reporters with or
without a PTC, under the control of the promoter (nmt41)
and terminator of the nmt1 gene of S. pombe (Maundrell,
1993). Three nonsense mutations were introduced in the
open reading frame (ORF) at codon positions 6, 27 and 140
(Figure 1A). The plasmid constructs were transformed in a
wild-type strain of S. pombe (Supplementary Table 1) and
RNA levels were analysed by Northern blotting. A reduced
amount of mRNA was apparent with the PTC6 and PTC27
reporters; however, the reporter with PTC140 showed mini-
mal reduction (Figure 1B). The mRNA levels were restored in
upf2D and upf1D strains, suggesting that the reduction is
caused by canonical NMD (Figure 1C and D).
The presence of the mutations probably lowered mRNA
stability. We assessed this for the PTC6 mRNA. Trans-
cript levels were assayed at regular time intervals after
adding 1,10-phenanthroline to inhibit transcription. This
drug was used previously to inhibit transcription and to
measure genome-wide mRNA stability in S. cerevisiae and
S. pombe—the effects of 1,10-phenanthroline were similar to
using rpb1-1, a temperature-sensitive allele of RNA polymer-
ase II (Rodriguez-Gabriel et al, 2003; Grigull et al, 2004;
Lackner et al, 2007). We found that the PTC6 mRNA decays
faster; however, the decay rate is not gradual like that of the
PTC-less mRNA: it is initially faster but then becomes slower,
comparable to that of the control (Figure 1E and G). In upf2D
cells, the PTC6 mRNA was stabilized, the decay kinetic was
similar to that of the PTC-less mRNA in the wild-type strain
(Figure 1G). Surprisingly, deletion of upf2 seems to stabilize
the PTC-less mRNA as well (Figure 1F and G). Therefore,
deletion of upf2 might also have a slight non-NMD-specific
mRNA stabilization phenotype; this is not a feature peculiar
to this mRNA reporter or organism: examples of PTC-less
mRNAs that increase in level in NMD mutants have pre-
viously been reported in other well-characterized NMD sys-
tems (see Discussion). Moreover, the PTC-less reporter
produced more GFP in upf1D and upf2D cells than in wild
type (Figure 1H); the increase is reminiscent of the phenotype
of loss-of-function mutations (photoshop mutations) in NMD
factors of D. melanogaster, which increase expression of GFP
and other transgenes with no apparent NMD features
(Metzstein and Krasnow, 2006).
In summary, in this system, NMD depends on the position
of the PTC along the coding region and requires the core
NMD components UPF1 and UPF2—the system displays
NMD features seen in other organisms.
Splicing enhances NMD by an EJC-independent
mechanism
To examine whether splicing affects NMD, we generated
additional reporters carrying an intron derived from the
endogenous gene ubc4; the intron was inserted within
codon 110, approximately in the middle of the GFP-coding
region (Figure 2A). The intron is correctly spliced: an mRNA
of the correct size is produced and GFP fluorescence is readily
detected in the PTC-less control (Figure 2B); splicing fidelity
was also verified by sequencing RT–PCR-amplified cDNA
clones of the coding region (data not shown). We found
that the mRNA level was drastically reduced in all PTC-
containing reporters (Figure 2C). In particular, PTC140
caused a strong mRNA reduction, whereas the same mutation
in the intron-less reporter caused only a minor decrease
(Figure 2C versus 1B). The level of the PTC27 mRNA was
also lower than that seen with the intron-less reporters
(Figure 2C versus 1B). In summary, all PTC mutations
resulted in a strong mRNA reduction in the intron-containing
reporters, regardless of the position along the coding region;
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the presence of the intron abolished the ‘polar’ NMD pheno-
type seen with the intron-less constructs. Similarly to the
intron-less reporters, mRNA levels were restored in the upf2D
strain (Figure 2D). Notably, the level of unspliced pre-RNA
was also increased in the upf2D strain, consistent with the
view that NMD normally degrades transcripts that fail to be
spliced (Figure 2D). Some pre-mRNA accumulation is also
apparent in wild-type cells; probably because the intron is not
very efficiently spliced. Notably, in wild-type cells, the level
PTC6 pre-mRNA (Figure 2C, lane 2) is much lower than that
with PTC27 or PTC140 (lanes 3–4) or that of the control that
carries only intron-encoded PTCs (lane 1); this behavior
suggests that pre-mRNAs that fail to be spliced are rapidly
degraded if they carry an early PTC, because like PTC6 they
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Figure 1 NMD depends on PTC position. (A) Diagram of the GFP reporters. Nonsense mutations (TAA) were introduced at codon positions 6,
27 and 140. (B–D) Northern blotting analysis of total RNA from wild-type (B), upf2D (C) and upf1D (D) cells, transformed with the plasmids
indicated. Top panels show hybridization with a GFP-specific probe; the bottom panel shows hybridization with a probe specific for the large
ribosomal protein 32 (Rpl32) mRNA, as a loading control. The values below each lane are percentages with s.d., of the GFP mRNA present in
the PTC-less control, lane 1. Bands intensities were quantified with a phophorimager and standardized to the RpL32 signal (see Materials and
methods). Calculations are based on three independent experiments. (E–G) Stability of the GFP mRNA in wild-type (E) and upf2D (F) cells
following transcription inhibition with 1,10-phenanthroline (see Materials and methods). The PTC-less control (top panel) and PTC6 mRNA
(bottom panels) were independently monitored and (G) quantified by Northern blotting as above, except that values were standardized to the
18S rRNA signal (this RNA does not show visible decay over the time period of the experiment). Total RNA was extracted at six different time
points after adding the drug: 0, 2, 10, 20, 40 and 60 min. Error bars are s.d. from three different experiments. (H) Micrographs of cells
transformed with the indicated reporters, showing GFP fluorescence. The fluorescent images were acquired with the same microscope and
camera settings.
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are also subjected to splicing-independent NMD, similar to
mRNAs that have not undergone splicing. In several Northern
blots, we found more pre-mRNA accumulation with the
PTC27 and PTC140 reporters than with the PTC-less control
(for example in Figure 2C and D), its significance remains to
be investigated.
To assess whether the effect of splicing on NMD depends
on whether the reporters are expressed from plasmids or from
single copy chromosomal genes, we integrated the constructs
at the leu1 locus in both wild-type and upf2D strains. As for
plasmid expression, we found that NMD was strongly
enhanced in the intron-containing reporters (Figure 2E); and
mRNA levels were restored in the upf2D strain (Figure 2F).
The integrated reporters produce about 10-fold less mRNA
than plasmid expression; thus NMD efficiency does not seem
to depend on substrate level—the NMD capacity of the cell
probably is not affected by high substrate levels; in agreement
with this view, we found that NMD is efficient also when a
reporter is expressed with a promoter that yields seven to
eight times more mRNA than the plasmid reporters we have
used throughout this study (see Supplementary Figure 2).
Next, we tested whether splicing affects NMD in the
endogenous gene ypt3 (SPAC18G6.03). This evolutionary
conserved gene contains two introns in the middle of the
coding region. Three nonsense mutations were introduced at
either codon 6, 131 or 183 (Figure 3A). We found that all
mutations reduced the mRNA level (Figure 3B and C) and the
reduction was clearly suppressed in the upf2D strain (Figure
3D and E). To test whether the introns are required for the
mRNA reduction, we generated similar constructs with a
cDNA version of the gene (Figure 3A, bottom panel). We
found that such PTC-containing mRNAs were only modestly
reduced; the PTC6 mRNA was reduced to about 50% of the
PTC-less control, but the PTC131 and PTC183 mRNAs were
reduced by only 16 and 21%, respectively (Figure 3B, lanes
1–3 versus 4–6; and Figure 3C, lanes 1–2 versus 3–4). In the
upf2D strain, the levels of PTC131 and PTC183 mRNAs were
increased, but that of PTC6 was not affected. The data further
indicate that mRNAs derived from intron-less reporters are
not subjected to NMD as much as spliced mRNAs.
To further examine the function of splicing in NMD, we
mutated the 50 splicing site (ss) of the intron from GUAG to
AUAA in our GFP reporters (Figure 4A). The mutation
abolished splicing almost completely, resulting in the accu-
mulation of a larger transcript of the expected size (Figure 4B,
lanes 5–8)—four putative cryptic 50 ss located very close to
the 50 end probably account for the weak band migrating as
the spliced GFP mRNA. The relative levels of the unspliced
transcripts were similar to those of the intron-less reporters:
the PTC6 and PTC27 mutations caused modest NMD,
DIC
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Figure 2 An intron can enhance NMD. (A) Diagram of the intron-containing GFP reporters. The intron is placed in the middle of codon 110.
(B) GFP fluorescence of cells transformed with the indicated intron-containing reporters. No GFP fluorescence was observed in cells
transformed with PTC6, PTC27 and PTC140 reporters (data not shown for PTC27 and PTC140). (C, D) Northern blotting analysis of total RNA
from wild-type (C) and upf2D (D) cells transformed with the indicated reporters. The top panel shows hybridization with the GFP probe (the
slower migrating band corresponds to unspliced pre-mRNA); the bottom panel shows hybridization with the Rpl32 probe. Values are
standardized percentages of the GFP signal in the PTC-less control, lane 1. Quantification as in Figure 1; based on three independent
experiments. (E, F) Northern blot analysis of total RNA of wild-type (E) and upf2D (F) cells carrying an integrated copy of the indicated
reporters.
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whereas PTC140 did not seem to affect the transcript level
(Figure 4B). The retention of the intron gives rise to addi-
tional intron-encoded PTCs (the first of which is embedded in
the mutated 50 ss); therefore, in the PTC140 reporter, the
earliest PTC is actually at position 111. It is feasible that the
unspliced transcripts escape NMD because they are retained
in the nucleus (Legrain and Rosbash, 1989). To investigate
the issue further, we assayed the subcellular distribution of
the RNAs by fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH). We
found that the unspliced RNA with the mutated 50 ss accu-
mulates throughout the cell, similar to the fully spliced
mRNA (Figure 4C).
Given that the PTC140 mutation is located downstream of
the intron, it is probably not the EJC that enhances NMD. We
are not aware of any experimental evidence that suggests that
splicing deposits an EJC in S. pombe. However, the genome of
this organism contains orthologs of some EJC components:
we identified the core proteins MAGO, eIF4AIII and RNPS1,
whereas the putative Y14 homolog lacks the well-conserved
N-terminal domain found in other organisms and MLN51 is
missing altogether (Supplementary Figure 1; Fribourg et al,
2003). RNAi depletion or mutations of EJC components
stabilize PTC-containing mRNAs in mammalian cells
(Lykke-Andersen et al, 2001; Gehring et al, 2003, 2005;
Shibuya et al, 2004). However, we analysed MAGO and
RNPS1 deletion mutants and found that neither affected
NMD: the levels of the PTC-containing mRNAs were reduced
as in the wild-type strain (Figure 4D and E). We fail to
knockout eIF4AIII; the gene is probably essential like in
other organisms (Palacios et al, 2004).
The distance between PTC and intron determines NMD
efficiency
As mentioned in Introduction, it has been reported that the
insertion of an intron in the 30 UTR can make the normal stop
codon behave like a PTC, causing a strong mRNA reduction,
which requires NMD factors. To assess whether this applies
to S. pombe, we inserted an intron just after the normal GFP
stop codon (Figure 5A). This caused strong mRNA reduction
in the PTC-less reporter with just the GFP stop codon; but
surprisingly, no further reduction in the reporters with PTC27
and PTC140, compared with the corresponding intro-less
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reporters (Figure 5B versus Figure 1B). The mRNA levels
were restored in the upf2D strain (Figure 5C). We reasoned
that the PTC27 and PTC140 transcripts were not affected
probably because the mutations are too far from the
intron—the PTC27 transcript is more affected than PTC140
most likely because it is more sensitive to splicing-indepen-
dent NMD, like we have seen for mRNAs that have not
undergone splicing (Figure 1B). On the basis of these results,
we reasoned that splicing could perhaps affect NMD only
when termination occurs close to the splice site. To test this
possibility further, we inserted a spacer between stop codon
and intron in a reporter with a 30-UTR intron (Figure 5D, this
reporter is slightly different from that shown in 5A, see figure
legend). We found that the 30-UTR intron causes strong NMD
when close to the stop codon, as before (Figure 5E and F);
instead, in the reporter with the insert we found that the
mRNA level is partially restored (5E, lane 2 versus 4)—in this
experiment, the mRNA levels were also estimated by real-
time RT–PCR, which confirmed that the mRNA with the
spacer is about 2.5-fold more abundant (see Supplementary
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Figure 3). In agreement with the mRNA quantifications, the
reporter with the spacer yields more GFP (Figure 5G, compare
WT-30ivs and WT-147-3ivs), suggesting that lengthening the
distance between stop codon and intron not only suppresses
NMD, but it also does so without impairing steady-state
translation efficiency.
To further assess the importance of the distance between
intron and PTC, in another construct, we have moved the
intron to the very beginning of the GFP-coding region
(Figure 6A, bottom diagram). We found that at this position
(417 nt from the PTC) the intron does not enhance NMD of
the PTC140 mRNA—yet the intron is spliced very efficiently,
we see no pre-mRNA accumulation (Figure 6B, lane 6 versus
8). In addition, we tested whether artificial lengthening of the
distance between the intron and the PTC prevents NMD in the
initial reporter with the intron before the PTC (PTC140-ivs).
We inserted either a 147-bp or a 291-bp fragment between the
intron and PTC140 (Figure 6C). We expected the 147-bp
insertion to partially prevent NMD and the 291-bp to restore
the mRNA level to that of the PTC-less control—the 291-bp
insertion places PTC140 at a similar distance from the intron
as in the reporter with a 30-UTR intron (PTC140-30ivs), which
was not subjected to NMD. We found that both insertions
suppress NMD; in particular, the 147-bp insertion restored
the mRNA level about two-fold, whereas the 291-bp insertion
recovered the mRNA level almost to that of the PTC-less
control (Figure 6D). The insertion of these spacers in the PTC-
less reporter did not noticeably change the mRNA level,
arguing against the inserts per se having major effects on
transcription or processing. Moreover, the mRNAs protein
yields were either comparable or increased, suggesting that
the insertions also do not inhibit translation (Figure 6E).
Thus, NMD reduction is probably not due to less efficient
steady-state translation of the mRNAs with the insertions.
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To further test this issue, we have made some more reporters
in which a GFP construct is joined at the 30 end with the
coding region of firefly luciferase (Figure 6F); these reporters
allowed us to compare translation yields more accurately. In
agreement with the western blotting result, we found that the
reporters with the inserts (WTivs147-LUC and WTivs291-
LUC) are not translated less efficiently than the reporters
without (Figure 6G). Thus, the insertions do not suppress
NMD indirectly, by inhibiting steady-state translation for
example. Surprisingly, we also found that the presence of
an intron in the middle of GFP appreciably reduced transla-
tion efficiency rather than enhancing it (Figure 6G).
Therefore, we conclude that the effects of splicing on NMD
are probably direct despite being EJC independent and that
splicing enhances NMD more when the intron is close to
the PTC.
The distance of the PTC from the 3 0 end and the nature
of the 3 0 UTR do not greatly affect NMD
The faux 30-UTR model predicts that NMD should increase
with the distance of the PTC from the 30 end. Our observation
that NMD is less apparent when the PTC is located in the
second half of the gene seems to be, at least in intron-less
reporters, consistent with the model. To test it directly, first
we inserted either a 102 or 418 bp fragment just downstream
of the stop codon (Figure 7A). The expectation was that both
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insertions would enhance NMD because termination occurs
further away from the 30 end. Lengthening the 30 UTR by 102
bases should make PTC27 behave like PTC6, enhancing
NMD, whereas lengthening the 30 UTR by 418 bases would
trigger NMD of the PTC140 transcript; the insertion places the
mutation at the same distance from the 30 end as PTC6 in the
original reporter. We found that the 102-base insertion repro-
ducibly enhanced NMD of the mRNA with PTC27 (Figure 7B,
lane 3 versus 7), but did not affect that with PTC6 (lane 2
versus 6). Surprisingly, the level of the PTC140 mRNA was
constantly higher than that with the original 30 UTR rather
than being reduced (Figure 7B, lane 4 versus 8). In the
reporters with the 418-base insertion, we found that the
mRNA without PTCs was reduced to about 63% of that
with the normal 30 UTR (Figure 7C); the mRNA level was
restored in the upf2D strain (Figure 7D), consistent with the
view that mRNAs with artificially long 30 UTR become NMD
substrates. However, we found no linear relationship
between mRNA levels and distance of the PTC from the 30
end. For example, it was expected that the 418-bp insertion
would make PTC140 behave like PTC6 in the initial reporter,
triggering strong NMD. Instead, we found that the PTC140
mRNA level was only half of that of the reporter with the
original 30 UTR (Figure 7C, lane 1 versus 5), and it was barely
reduced relative to the PTC-less control (Figure 7C, lane 2
versus 5). To further assess to what extent the distance from
the 30 end determines NMD, we inserted an in-frame 402 bp
fragment just before the normal stop codon (Figure 7A)—we
reasoned that an insertion in the coding region is less likely to
influence mRNA stability features that might be present in the
original 30 UTR. We found that PTCs at positions 6 and 27
caused as strong NMD as in the earlier reporters. However,
the PTC140 mRNA was only modestly reduced, even though
the PTC is at the same distance from the 30 end as the NMD
inducing PTC6 was in the constructs with the original 30 UTR
(Figure 7E and F).
We also investigated whether the sequence of the 30 UTR
affects NMD. We generated reporter constructs in which the
nmt41 terminator sequencer was replaced by that of either
the ade6 or adh gene. The ade6 30 UTR was selected because
it has been previously reported that nonsense mutations in
the ade6 gene cause strong NMD, indicating that the 30 UTR
of this gene is NMD permissive (Mendell et al, 2000). The
other 30 UTR was selected because the adh gene is highly
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expressed. We found the levels of the PTC6 and PTC27 mRNA
were reduced, but the PTC140 mRNA was not: the same
pattern seen with the reporters carrying the nmt1 30 UTR
(Figure 2E and F, and data not shown).
We also assessed whether NMD is affected by PABPC, as
predicted by the original faux 30-UTR model (Amrani et al,
2004). We found that PTCs induced mRNA reduction in the
pab1D strain as they did in the wild-type strain (Figure 7G).
pab1 is the only PABC homolog in the genome of S. pombe
but is not essential.
We conclude that there is not a clear correlation between
NMD and distance of the PTC from the mRNA 30 end, which
could be predictive of how much premature translation
termination will affect the mRNA level. We also conclude
that PABPC is not necessary for NMD in fission yeast.
Discussion
It has been reported that nonsense mutations located at the
beginning of the S. pombe ADE6 gene induce NMD even
though the gene does not have introns (Mendell et al, 2000).
Here, we have also found that PTCs can induce strong NMD
in intron-less reporter genes, but only when located at the
beginning of the coding region, whereas PTCs in the second
half of the coding region do not induce strong NMD. We
discovered that in the presence of a nearby intron, PTCs also
cause strong NMD when located in the second half of the
gene. In addition, inserting an intron in the 30 UTR made the
normal stop codon behave like a PTC and caused a strong
mRNA reduction, as previously reported in mammalian
systems (Carter et al, 1996; Thermann et al, 1998). Similarly,
we found that removal of the introns from an endogenous gene
drastically reduced NMD, arguing that introns are likely to
have a general function in S. pombe NMD.
These results initially suggested the involvement of the
EJC, as in mammalian cells. However, contrary to the pre-
diction of the EJC model, the intron enhanced NMD when
positioned either before or after the PTC. Moreover, NMD was
not affected by deletion of the orthologs of the EJC compo-
nents MAGO and RNPS1—of which MAGO seems to be a
core component (Chamieh et al, 2008). Although we cannot
exclude that eIF4AIII alone can assemble an EJC-like complex
in S. pombe, this is unlikely: in S. cerevisiae there is a protein
very similar to eIF4AIII yet no evidence of an EJC
(Supplementary Figure 1). The absence of an MLN51 homo-
log also argues against the formation of a stable EJCs in
S. pombe—this protein is probably necessary to stabilize the
EJC on the RNA in mammalian cells (Le Hir and Andersen,
2008). In addition, as the intron also stimulated NMD when
positioned before the PTC, we conclude that the EJC model
cannot explain why splicing enhances NMD in fission yeast.
It is difficult to explain how the ribosome could recognize the
PTC without scanning through preceding exon junctions, the
ribosome tunnel through which the mRNA moves is just large
enough to accommodate naked single-stranded RNA, so that
the mRNA is stripped off before scanning (Yusupova et al,
2001). Similar results have been reported for the b-globin
gene in mammalian cells: it was observed that an upstream
intron is required for NMD when downstream introns are
absent (Matsuda et al, 2007). However, this mode of NMD
seems to require some of the EJC proteins, RNPS1 was also
dispensable (Matsuda et al, 2007).
An alternative explanation for why introns enhance NMD
might be that spliced mRNAs are translated more efficiently
and as a result PTCs are recognized more frequently, enhancing
NMD indirectly. This view is based on several studies that
have reported that splicing can enhance translation (Nott
et al, 2003, 2004; Wiegand et al, 2003; Sanford et al, 2004; Ma
et al, 2008; Michlewski et al, 2008). In particular, it has been
reported that strengthening of splice signals enhances both
translation and NMD, whereas mutations that weakened
splicing have the opposite effect (Gudikote et al, 2005). It
has been suggested that the EJC enhances initiation of the
first pioneer round of translation directly, but the efficiency of
the first round might positively affect subsequent rounds and
steady-state translation (Ishigaki et al, 2001; Ma et al, 2008).
Splicing might also enhance translation in S. cerevisiae and in
other yeast species including S. pombe (Juneau et al, 2006;
Man and Pilpel, 2007); however, we have found that splicing
slightly decreases translation yield of our reporters rather
than enhancing it.
Notably, we found that splicing enhances NMD only when
the PTC is not more than 240 bases away from the intron
(Figure 8A). Reporters in which we have artificially increased
the distance between intron and PTC are no longer subjected
to NMD, yet our control experiments indicate that steady-
state translation efficiency is not affected. Similarly, length-
ening the distance between stop codon and a 30-UTR intron
suppresses NMD but clearly not translation yield. These data
indicate that pre-mRNA splicing impinges on NMD directly,
yet they exclude that an EJC-like protein complex mediates
the effect. Although we still postulate that proteins that
remain associated with the mRNA after splicing influence
NMD, we propose that the effect is not due to a specific factor
deposited at a particular distance before the splice junction
(Le Hir et al, 2000, 2001). Instead, we postulate that splicing
simply changes the composition or conformation of the
mRNP at either side of the junction, and that the local
mRNP structure influences translation termination or the
release of the post-termination ribosome when the PTC is
near but not when it is at a distance from the splice region
(Figure 8B). The model predicts that NMD occurs because
such perturbations on the ribosome destabilize the mRNP,
possibly by preventing establishment of a stable translation
circuit as suggested earlier (Brogna and Wen, 2009). It is also
possible that there are connections between the spliced
region and mRNP components outside the coding region,
which could affect the local mRNP; some of the physical
interactions of splicing with capping and 30-end formation,
which occur during pre-mRNA processing, may be main-
tained in the mature mRNP (Proudfoot et al, 2002). In
particular, interactions between cap-binding complex (CBC)
and splicing have been reported in S. cerevisiae (Colot et al,
1996; Fortes et al, 1999). Notably the yeast CBC can
interact with the translation initiation factor eIF4G, and the
CBP80 subunit of CBC has structural similarity with eIF4G
(Fortes et al, 2000; Marintchev and Wagner, 2005); further-
more, in mammalian cells, NMD substrates are prefer-
entially associated with CBC rather than the translation
initiation factor eIF4E (Ishigaki et al, 2001). In summary,
we propose that splicing enhances NMD because it influ-
ences the structure of the mRNP around the spliced region
(the mRNP inisotropy model, Figure 8B). An important
assumption of the model is that such anisotropy in
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mRNP composition and structure is only transient; the
prediction is that splicing might only enhance NMD of
newly synthesized transcripts before disassociation of the
‘processing’ factors. Instead—provided that the PTC is in
a region not subjected to splicing-independent NMD—the
transcripts are stable afterward. The observation that stea-
dy-state mRNA is immune to splicing-dependent NMD in
mammalian cells is in agreement with this model (reviewed
in Maquat, 2004).
Our data clearly indicate that splicing enhances NMD in
S. pombe. However, PTCs at the beginning of the coding region
can trigger strong NMD also in genes without introns; simi-
larly to what has been reported in other systems. Do these
observations indicate that there are two separate NMD me-
chanisms? Given that deletion of UPF1 and UPF2 suppresses
NMD in both cases, the process is probably not entirely dis-
tinct. However, the genetic analysis alone may be misleading
because NMD mutants might have a nonspecific mRNA
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Figure 8 The mRNP anisotropy model. (A) An intron enhances NMD only when it is close to the PTC. Plot showing the relationship between
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The NMD level r corresponds to the fold mRNA reduction relative to the intron-less reporter. (B) Local mRNP anisotropy triggers splice-
dependent NMD. Pre-mRNA splicing deposits proteins around either side of the splice junction. These proteins remain associated with the
mRNA and change the mRNP local configuration, which in turn affect translation termination or the fate of the post-termination ribosome (e.g.
ribosome release). The proteins remain associated with the mRNA only transiently, possibly until the first round of translation. The local mRNP
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stabilization phenotype: we found that in upf1D and upf2D
strains PTC-less mRNAs are also stabilized. This is not an
idiosyncrasy of our experimental system, similar observa-
tions have previously been reported in Drosophila, both in
cell culture and in flies (Gatfield et al, 2003; Metzstein and
Krasnow, 2006); examples of over-stabilization of control
PTC-less mRNAs upon knockdown of NMD factors were
also reported in mammalian cells yet not explained (Figures
1 and 4; Eberle et al, 2008). Furthermore, early studies in
budding yeast also reported cases of over-stabilization of
wild-type mRNAs in UPF1 mutants (Table 1 in Peltz et al,
1994). In addition, microarray expression studies have clearly
indicated that mRNAs with no obvious NMD features are also
stabilized in NMD mutants (Rehwinkel et al, 2005).
Therefore, we cannot conclude that the two mRNA reduction
mechanisms are similar just because lack of UPF1 or UPF2
suppresses them both. Generally, NMD is viewed as a single
well-defined biochemical process, which similar to other
cellular mechanisms, should be conserved across organisms.
Against this view, there are cases in which UPF2 and UPF3
are not required for NMD (Gehring et al, 2005; Chan et al,
2007). On the basis of these conflicting observations, it is
plausible that the nonsense-mediated mRNA reduction, typi-
cally attributed to NMD, is in fact the compound effect of
diverse mechanisms that destroy mRNPs that are not effi-
ciently translated (Brogna and Wen, 2009).
Finally, in agreement with earlier studies, we also found
cases in which lengthening of the 30 UTR induced an UPF1/
UPF2-dependent reduction of the mRNA. However, against
the faux 30-UTR model prediction, we found no clear correla-
tion with the distance of the PTC from the 30 end (we also
found no correlation with the distance from the 50 end, data
not shown). Furthermore, we found that PABPC is not
required for NMD of either spliced or unspliced mRNAs, in
agreement with the report that neither the poly(A) tail nor
PABPC are required for NMD in S. cerevisiae (Meaux et al,
2008). Our data argue against the notion that it is a long
distance from either the 30 or 50 end, which primarily triggers
splicing-independent NMD; instead the data suggest that
some sequence elements flanking the PTC might affect
NMD; this view is in agreement with earlier studies in S.
cerevisiae, which concluded that downstream sequence ele-
ments located after the PTC modulate NMD (Peltz et al, 1993;
Zhang et al, 1995). In conclusion, the studies presented here
clearly establish that current models cannot explain NMD
in S. pombe, future work shall investigate the molecular
mechanisms and establish if NMD is different in this organ-
ism or whether existing models are generally not accurate.
Materials and methods
Plasmid constructs
The GFP reporters were generated by cloning the GFP-coding region
into the BamH1 sites of the pREP41 plasmid vector. The GFP
fragment was amplified from pRS316-GFP, which contains the
original S65T GFP, accession number: BD062761 (Heim et al, 1995;
Kuperwasser et al, 2004). Mutations were introduced by overlapping
PCR. The intron in the WT-ivs constructs derives from the ubc4 gene,
which was amplified from S. pombe genomic DNA and inserted into
the PmlI site located at position 328 in the GFP-coding region, by
blunt-end ligation. The WT-30ivs constructs carry the same intron as
above, cloned in the XmaI site, which is located 9-bases after the GFP
stop codon. The WT-102 and WT-418 constructs were generated by
inserting 102 and 418 bp DNA fragment in the Xma I site, as above.
The fragments correspond to overlapping regions of the firefly
luciferase gene; they were amplified using primers:
50-AACGACCCGGGCTGAATACAAATCACA-30 (F-luc.sense)
50-ATATTCCCGGGCGCAACTGCAACTCC-30 (102 bp.reverse)
50-ACTATCCCGGGCCACACCCTTAGGTAACC-30 (418 bp.reverse)
The WT-402 constructs were generated by inserting 402 bp DNA
fragment into an AvrII site (introduced by PCR) located 6 bp before
the native stop codon. The fragment was PCR amplified from a
firefly luciferase clone using primers:
50-ACTGCCCTAGGAATCACAGAATCGTCGTATG-30 (402bp.sense) and
50-CCACTCCTAGGCACACCCTTAGGTAACCCA-30 (402 bp.reverse)
The WT-ivs-147 and WT-ivs-291 constructs (and PTC-containing
derivatives) were generated by inserting either a 147 or 291 bp DNA
fragment in an AvrII site, which was introduced by overlapping PCR
between codons 120 and 121. The fragments were PCR amplified
from EGFP (pEGFP-C3, CLONTECH) using primers:
50-CTTGAGCCTAGGTACCCATACGATGTTCCTGA-30 (EGFP.sense),
50-TTGGTTCCTAGGGGTCAGGGTGGTCACGAG-30 (EGFP291 bp.
reverse),
50-TTTGTACCTAGGCTCGACCAGGATGGGCAC-30 (EGFP147 bp.
reverse).
The WT-147-30ivs construct was generated by inserting a 147 bp
fragment in an AvrII site located immediately downstream of the
normal stop codon in a derivative of WT-30ivs; the AvrII site was
introduced by PCR. The GFP-luciferase fusion constructs were
generated by joining the GFP and firefly luciferase sequences by
overlapping PCR, followed by cloning of the fusion PCR fragments
into the Bam HI site in pREP41, as above. The WT-50ivs was
generated by inserting the intron sequence into an AvrII site
(introduced by PCR) located immediately downstream of ATG. All
plasmids were verified by sequencing and restriction digestion.
Transformation, gene disruption and plasmid integration
Fission yeast transformations were as described earlier with minor
modifications (Okazaki et al, 1990). Yeast cultures were grown to 1
OD600, washed with water and resuspended in lithium acetate
buffer; 1 mg plasmids or 10mg PCR products were mixed with 20mg
ssDNA and added to 100ml of cells and incubated at room
temperature for 30 min. Later, 260ml of 50% PEG4000 were added
and incubated for a further 60 min at 301C, followed by heat shock
at 421C for 30 min. The RNPS1 homolog was deleted by
homologous recombination using a PCR-amplified fragment con-
taining the kanMX6 cassette, flanked targeting sequences (Bahler
et al, 1998). The following primers were used:
50-TCCTCTCAAAAGTTTAGTAATAAAATATAAAACATTCTCAATTA
TGCTTTTTGTAATACTcggatccccgggttaattaa-30, and
50-TTCAAACTGGAAATTTGTTTTCACTTTTCTTTTTTATTCAGTAG
GCCACAATTTGCGGGAgaattcgagctcgtttaaac-30—uppercase are
the RNPS1 homologous sequences, lowercase are the sequences
complementary to the KanMX6 cassette. PCR products were gel
purified and 5–10 mg of DNA was transformed into SPJK039.
Transformants were selected by 100mg/ml G418 and screened by
yeast colony PCR and confirmed by PCR of purified genomic
DNA. Plasmid integration was as described earlier using the
pDUAL multicopy vector (Matsuyama et al, 2004). Briefly, the
GFP reporters were cloned into the BamH1 site of pDUAL1.
Plasmids constructs were linearized by SacI digestion and
transformed into either the wild-type or upf2D strain. Recombinants
were selected EMM plates lacking leucine.
RNA extraction and RNA analysis
Total RNA was extracted with hot acid phenol as described (Ausubel
et al, 1996); typically from 10 ml cell cultures grown to 1 OD600. The
RNA was separated on 1.2% agarose gels in the presence of
formaldehyde. The RNA was transferred by overnight capillary
transfer onto a nylon membrane (Hybond-N, GE Healthcare) and
hybridized with random-primer 32P-labelled probes as described
(Yang et al, 1993). Probes were PCR amplified from plasmid clones
(GFP) or from genomic DNA (RpL32-2 and 18S rRNA). The intensity
of the radioactive bands was calculated with a phosphorimager
(Molecular Image-FX, Bio-Rad). For RNA half-life analysis, a 50 ml
cell culture was grown until 1 OD600, treated with 150 mg/ml
1,10-phenanthroline (t0), and then 7 ml aliquots were transferred
into a tube with about 1 volume of crushed ice after 0, 2, 10, 20, 40
and 60 min. RNA was extracted with acid phenol as described above.
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FISH in fission yeast
FISH was performed as described earlier for S. cerevisae with minor
modifications (Kuperwasser et al, 2004). Briefly, cells were
harvested from 5 ml cultures, OD600B0.8, fixed in 4% formalde-
hyde and spread on polylysine treated slides. Novazyme (50 mg/ml,
Interspex Products Inc) and zymolyase 20T (100mg/ml, Europa
Bioproducts Ltd) were used to make spheroplasts by incubating the
cells for 30 min at 371C in 0.1 M potassium phosphate, pH 6.5). The
GFP probes consisted of four amino-modified oligonucleotides, as
described earlier (Dower and Rosbash, 2002). The oligos were a gift
from Torben Heick Jensen (University of Aarhus) and were labelled
with Cy3 using the Cy 3-mono-Reactive Dye Pack (GE Healthcare).
Slides were viewed with a Nikon ECLIPSE E600 epifluorescence
microscope. Pictures were taken with a CCD camera (C4742-95,
Hamamatsu).
Protein extraction, western blotting and luciferase assay
Proteins were typically extracted from 10 ml cultures, 1–2 OD600;
cell number was equalized following counting with a hemocyto-
meter. Cells were spanned down and pellets resuspended gently in
450ml of sterile ddH2O, 50ml of 3.5 N NaOH and incubated for 5 min
at room temperature. Cells were centrifuged at 3500 r.p.m. for 2 min
and resuspended in 100ml and loaded into 10% SDS–PAGE.
Following SDS–PAGE, proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose
membrane, blocked and incubated with a goat polyclone anti-GFP
(AbD Serotec). The secondary antibody was a rabbit HRP-
conjugated anti-goat IgG, which was detected with chemilumi-
nescent HRP substrate (Immobilon Western, Millipore). The
chemiluminescent signal was analysed with Quantity One (Bio-
rad). The monoclonal 8WG16 (Covance) was used to detect the
RNA polymerase II. Luciferase expression was measured with the
Steady-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega) directly from an
aliquot of cell culture: 10 ml of culture (in EMM) were mixed with
15 ml of Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega) and 25ml of Steady-Glo
substrate solution (Promega) in a 96-well microtiter plate;
luminescence was measured with a plate reader (Tecan).
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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